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To all whom it may concern:
is fully described in my said patent
Beitknown that I, JULIUS GUTMANN, a sub amachine
description
of the mechanism for mechan
ject of the King of Prussia, German Emperor, ically imparting
synchronous rotary move
residing at the city of Berlin, Germany, have ments to the needle-bar
and to the looper or
invented certain new and useful Improve shuttle housing or casing
which the
ments in Curved or Winding Seam Sewing work-plate is connected willwith
suffice.
Machines; and I do hereby declare that the
the main driving-shaft V of the machine 55
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip is On
secured a cam-grooved sleeve T, into the
tion of my said invention, such as will enable groove
of which projects a stud (which pref
O
others skilled in the art to which it appertains erably carries
roller) secured to a link P,
to make and use the same, reference being had pivoted at P' toa the
machine-arm and pro
to the accompanying drawings, and to letters vided with a longitudinal
segmental slot con
of
reference
marked
thereon,
which
form
a
nected
with
one
end
of
a
connecting-rod p,
part of this application.
whose
other
end
is
connected
the longer
This invention has relation to sewing-ma arm p' of a two-armed lever with
P,
fulcrumed
chines organized to produce the point d'echelle

upon a stud or pin, on which is loosely mount
or Jacob's-ladderstitch of the type shown and ed
a pattern cam or wheel M, that has secured
described in Letters Patent of the United thereto
or formed integrally there with a
States granted to me February 28, 1899, No. ratchet-wheel
U, engaged by a spring-con
620,304, and organized to produce curved or trolled pawl t, pivoted
the shorter armp
winding seams. In these machines, as well of said lever P. Thetocam-groove
in sleeve
as in others organized to produce irregular T on driving-shaft W is of such a configura
and particularly curved or winding seams, it tion as that during the rotation of said shaft
is necessary to impart to the needle-bar, to the
link P is oscillated, whereby the lever P
25 the work-holder, and to the looper or shuttle is rocked
on its pivot and a progressive ro
Synchronous rotary movements in conformity tary movement
imparted to the pattern cam 75
with the curvatures of the seam to be pro or wheel M by the
t. A two-armed le
duced, and this has heretofore been done by ver H is pivoted pawl
to
a
stud a on the ma
hand. As is well known, the transmission of chine-arm, the upper arm
of which lever
these rotary movements to the parts referred carries a roller r, held in contact
with the
to cannot be effected by hand with the pre pattern-wheel by any well-known means,
(not
cision required for the exact duplication or shown)-as, for instance, by a spring connect
successive reproduction of a given pattern. ed with the arm h and with the machine-arm or
This invention has for its object the pro by a spring coiled upon the lever-pivota, the
35 vision of means whereby this necessary rota free
of which spring acts upon the arm
tion is mechanically imparted to the needle h' ofend
said lever H to maintain the roller r on
bar and needle-plate and to the looper or
arm h in contact with said pattern-wheel.
shuttle through the medium of a pattern its
The arm h of lever H has at its lower end a
wheel and mechanism operated thereby.
rack Z in gear with a pinion S, revo
In the accompanying drawings I have illus toothed
luble
on
a spindle depending from the bed
trated in Figure 1a sewing-machine organized plate of the
and said spindle also
as shown and described in my patent above carries a beltmachine,
or
cord
pulley or a sprocket
referred to and embodying my improvements, wheel K, belted or corded
to a like pulley or
and in Fig. 2 I have shown a fragmentary ele connected with a like sprocket-wheel
K" on
45 vation illustrating a modification in the mech
the
shaft
H,
to
which
is
secured
the
crank
anism whereby the needle-bar and the looper handle, whereby the needle-bar and the 95
or shuttle housing to which the needle-plate looper or shuttle housing are turned auto
is attached are simultaneously turned.
matically or can be turned by hand. It will
Inasmuch as the generalconstruction of the thus
be seen that at each Oscillation of the
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lever H' rotary movements are imparted to the driving-shaft
M on the vertical
machine-arm,
thebymain
V, mechanism
operated
said

crank-shaft Hand therethrough to the looper shaft and imparting to the pattern-wheel a
or shuttle housing or casing and to the needle progressive rotation, the rock-lever H trail 35
bar by means of mechanism substantially ing
on the pattern-face of said wheel, and
such as shown and described in my patent mechanism
operated by said rock-lever to re
hereinbefore referred to. These rotary move volve the aforesaid
shaft H, substantially as
ments of the pulley or sprocket K' are trans
the purpose set forth.
mitted to the looperor shuttle housing through and2. for
In a sewing-machine such as described,
the bevel-gearing R, spindle W, and bevel the combination
with the stitch-forming ap
IO gearing R' R* and to the needle-bar through
the mechanism for synchronously
the bevel-gearing R. R. R. and spindles C' pliances,
revolving the needle-bar and looper or shuttle
and C°.
the driving-shaft H for said mech
In the modification shown in Fig. 2 the housing,
anism
and
shaft V, of the pattern 45
lower end of the arm h" of lever H is pivot wheel M onthethemain
vertical
the
ally connected with a rack-bar 2 in gear with ratchet-wheel U revolublemachine-arm,
with
said
wheel,
a pinion r" on the crank-shaft H, said rack the rock-lever P and its pawl in engagement
bar being guided in a suitable bracket on the with said ratchet, the slotted linkP connected
under side of the bed-plate of the machine. with lever P and oscillated by the main So
Having thus described my invention, what
the rock-lever H' trailing on the pat
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure shaft,
tern-face of the pattern-wheel, and gearing
by Letters Patent, is
by said lever and geared to the
1. In a sewing-machine such as described, operated
aforesaid
H, substantially as and for
the combination with the stitch-forming ap the purposeshaft
55
set forth.
pliances, consisting essentially of a recipro In testimony
that
I
claim
the
foregoing
as
cating needle-bar free to revolve in its bear my invention I have signed my name in pres
ings, an oscillating looper or shuttle and its ence
of two sibscribing witnesses.
housing the latter carrying the needle-plate,
JULIUS GUTMANN.
the described mechanism for synchronously Witnesses:
revolving said needle-bar and looper-housing,
HENRY HASPER,
3O and the driving-shaft H of said mechanism
C. H. DAY.
carrying a hand-crank; of the pattern-wheel

